Introduction.
For a class 9TC of rings let 4 i9Tl = { K \ K is an ideal of some P£9Il} be called the ideal class of 9TC, and 3C9TC = {p|P is a homomorphic image of some J?£3KJ the homomorphic closure of 9TC.
A class 9TC is hereditary if #i3TC = 9TC and homomorphically closed if 3C9TC = 311. A class which is both hereditary and homomorphically closed will be called a universal class. We will choose an arbitrary, but fixed, universal class Q of (not necessarily associative) rings and assume that all rings considered are members of 6.
Note 3. Construction of nonhereditary semisimple classes. In this section rings will be constructed satisifying Theorem 1, with I having contrasting properties; namely in one case J2 = J, and in the other case /2 = 0. The class 6 in which these are to be constructed is the class of all (not necessarily associative) rings.
We will need to use specializations of the following lemma due to A. E. Hoffman [S] . For completeness the proof is supplied. Consider the ring K generated by nonassociative symbols {e, x, y) over the field Z2 of integers modulo 2, subject to the relations: Proof. In the ring P constructed above JE Z so that £JC1 £Z = 03. Now Z is homomorphically closed and 3DP\Z = 0 so by Lemma 1, 2DP\£Z = 0. Since every ideal of P has an image in 2D, it follows that P£S03. But /£03 so S03 is nonhereditary.
Another consequence of this construction is: The class (P of all prime rings is nonhereditary. This follows from the fact that the ring R just constructed is prime, whereas J is not.
